
Chapter two



and the 
agents of destruCtionDet

erioraeriora
We find our intrepid museum Worker, i. m. hero, in 

consultation With his mentor, the great compiler!

i agree We face some big 

obstacles. do you have an idea   

for addressing them?

Chapter two

i spoke briefly With someone at 

local history services! i think 

she can help.

great idea, hero! let's go.

at the indiana historical society, our hero and 

the great compiler meet With merry do-good.

go on, i'm listening.

our storage is a mess! We don't 

knoW What We have, and there's 

an incredible backlog.



meanWhile, in the lair of emperor apathy, in the 

fortress of uncaring, deteriora is calling upon one 

of her agents of destruction.

enter... the obfuscator!!!

you Whistled?

phWeeeeet!!!

so, i've been reserching 
my 

family history...

Wait, that's not standard 
practice, is it?

look! look! have you ever 
seen one of those?

do you validate 
parking stubs?

i am the master of distraction! i'll 

use my poWers of disorientation to 

distract the museum Workers from 

their goals!

the obfuscator Worked his magic, employing any trick 

to distract the museum staff from their Work.

hi... What are you doing?  

nothing important, right?

have i reneWed my membership?

i Would like to donate my personal collection of over a thousand photographs.



a job Well done. the 

staff are all Well 

distracted.

Who's that?

Where else can i Wreak 

havoc?

little did he knoW that

hero and the compiler Were 

receiving some timely advice 

from local history services.

for starters you need 

to focus your people 

on What's important.

you need to make 

a plan!

upon returning to the museum, they find the staff 

in a frenzy... but they share merry's advice, get 

input, and begin to formulate a plan of action 

for the museum!

soon, With the staff confident in the knoWledge of their 

goals and intentions, the obfuscator has been negated!

What yet might the forces of evil have in store for hero and the 

intrepid museum staff? and Who Will We meet in the next chapter?  

tune in next time for the ansWers...

the 
Plan


